
 

 

FOUR NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTIONS FOR LASER 
BEAM MEASUREMENT AT LASER WOP MUNICH 2019 

 
UP-QED SERIES:  
POWER DETECTORS FOR LASERS WITH EXTREME POWER AND ENERGY DENSITY 

Gentec-EO launches a new series of laser power detectors specifically designed for high 
energy, solid-state lasers. Thanks to a proprietary absorber that diffuses the measured beam 
and absorbs it in a larger volume, the new UP-QED series have the highest damage thresholds 
on the market: 100 kW/cm2 in power density and up to 300 J/cm2 in energy density. They are 
available in 2 sizes: UP16-QED with a 16 mm Ø aperture for small beams, and UP52-QED with 
a 52 mm Ø aperture for large beams. Our modular design allows you to choose the cooling 
unit (simple convection, heatsink, forced air or water-cooled) to reach up to 300 W average 
power. We also offer various output options: connect the detector to one of our displays & PC 
interfaces with the standard DB15 output, or choose an all-in-one detector with integrated 
meter for other output choices: USB, RS-232 or wireless (Bluetooth). 

 Available in 2 sizes: 16 mm or 52 mm Ø aperture 
 Our highest maximum average power density 
 Our highest maximum energy density 
 Up to 300 W of continuous power 

The UP-QED will be available end of June 2019. 

  KEY FEATURES 
 
1. MODULAR CONCEPT 

Increase the power capability of your detector: 4 
different cooling modules 

 
2. HIGH PEAK POWER DIFFUSING ASBORBER 

Perfect for pulsed beams with high energy density 
 
3. COMPACT DESIGN 

The smallest model is only 22 mm thick 
 
4. HIGH AVERAGE POWER 

Up to 300 W of continuous power with the 
water-cooled model 
 

5. ENERGY MODE 
Measure single shot energy up to 500 J 
 

6. CHOICE OF OUTPUT 
Chose our standard DB15 connector for use with 
Gentec-EO displays or PC interfaces, or select an all-in-
one option for an integrated meter: 

 INTEGRA with USB output (-INT) 
 INTEGRA with RS-232 output (-IDR) 
 Wireless Bluetooth output (-BLU) 

https://www.gentec-eo.com/laser-power-meter/detectors?utm_source=pr


 

 

U-LINK:  
SMALL, FAST & UNIVERSAL PC INTERFACE 

The U-LINK is our new PC interface that can replace all others! It is as small as the P-LINK, as 
fast as the S-LINK and as versatile as the M-LINK. 

 Reads ALL our detectors, for both power and energy measurement 
 Available with either a USB or an RS-232 output 
 Compact and economical 

The U-LINK will be available end of September 2019. 

  KEY FEATURES 
 

1. THE UNIVERSAL PC-BASED METER 
Reads ALL Heads: 

 Power: Thermopiles, Photodetectors and 
Pyroelectrics 

 Energy: Thermopiles (in single shot mode), 
Photodetectors and Pyroelectrics 

 
2. MEASURE fJ ENERGY LEVELS 

Thanks to a unique digital method for suppressing the 
noise on the lower energy ranges 

 
3. EXTERNAL TRIGGER 

Synchronize your U-LINK to your pulsed laser or digital 
chopper 

 
4. SYNCHRONIZE MULTIPLE CHANNELS 

With the “SYNC. OUT” port, you can plug multiple U- 
LINK devices together and create a low-cost 
multichannel system. 
 

5. SERIAL COMMANDS 
Serial commands are available on both versions to let 
you take full control 
 

6. FREE & INTUITIVE SOFTWARE 
Includes an acquisition module and real-time statistical 
functions such as: Max, Min, Average, Standard 
Deviation, RMS and PTP Stability. 

 
U-LINK product pages:  

 https://www.gentec-eo.com/products/u-link-usb 
 https://www.gentec-eo.com/products/u-link-rs-232 

 

https://www.gentec-eo.com/products/u-link-usb?utm_source=pr
https://www.gentec-eo.com/products/p-link-usb?utm_source=pr
https://www.gentec-eo.com/products/s-link-1?utm_source=pr
https://www.gentec-eo.com/products/m-link?utm_source=pr
https://www.gentec-eo.com/products/u-link-usb?utm_source=pr
https://www.gentec-eo.com/products/u-link-rs-232?utm_source=pr


 

 

INTEGRATING SPHERE POWER METER: 
FAST AND ROBUST POWER MEASUREMENT 

Get the best of both worlds with our new 
integrating sphere power meters. This technology 
offers the fast risetime of photodetectors with the 
high average power of thermal detectors. 

 12 mm Ø aperture 
 Measures up to 9 W of continuous power 
 Integrated signal processing with either USB 

or RS-232 output 

The integrating sphere power meter will be 
available in autumn 2019. 

 
Working principle 

An integrating sphere detector is composed of two elements. First, light enters a hollow sphere 
through a small aperture and it diffuses inside the sphere with multiple reflections on the 
sphere's inner coating. Second, a small uniformly-lit aperture at another position in the sphere 
samples a portion of this diffused light and sends it onto a sensor.  

Basically, integrating spheres act as attenuators to allow for the use of smaller and faster 
detectors. Integrating sphere power detectors offer many advantages: fast response, high 
sensitivity, excellent spatial uniformity. 

We currently offer only one model of integrating sphere power detectors but, as with all our 
other product lines, we are always ready to work with you on the design of a custom product 
that will perfectly suit your measurement needs.  

 
 
Integrating sphere power meter product page: 

 https://www.gentec-eo.com/laser-power-meter/detectors 

 

 
 
 
  

https://www.gentec-eo.com/products?ProductFilterParamViewModel.Categories=12&Type=power&ProductFilterParamViewModel.Lang=en#page:1?utm_source=pr
https://www.gentec-eo.com/products?ProductFilterParamViewModel.Categories=19&Type=power&ProductFilterParamViewModel.Lang=en#page:1?utm_source=pr
https://www.gentec-eo.com/contact-us/customization-request?productName=Integrating%20sphere?utm_source=pr
https://www.gentec-eo.com/laser-power-meter/detectors?utm_source=pr


 

 

WIRELESS HIGH POWER MEASUREMENT:  
NEW OUTPUT OPTION FOR THE HP SERIES 

Our HP series of laser power meters for very high power are now even safer to use. With the 
new BLU option, you can grab your laser measurement data from a distance with your 
smartphone, tablet or PC. High power measurements in enclosures or hard-to-reach areas are 
no longer a problem with the BLU wireless output. 

 Available in 4 power levels: 4 kW, 12 kW, 15 kW and 10 kW for very small beams 
 Extremely rugged and stable, perfect for industrial applications 
 Wireless (Bluetooth®) communication for up to 30 m distance 

The BLU option for the HP series will be available end of 2019. 

  KEY FEATURES 
 
1. HIGH POWER HANDLING 

Handle up to 15 kW of continuous power with our 
standard models. Custom models available for up to 
100 kW. 

 
2. MONITOR IN ENCLOSURES 

The new BLU option allows for wireless data transfer (via 
Bluetooth®) to your smartphone, tablet or PC at a 
distance up to 30 m. 
 

3. STABLE READING 
Less sensitive to variations in water cooling temperature 
than any other high power water-cooled meter on the 
market. 

 
4. FOR ALL BEAM SIZES 

Our HP models have a very large effective aperture up 
to 125 mm Ø to accommodate even the largest laser 
beams. Larger apertures are available upon request. 
With its reflective cone, the HP60 is perfect for very 
small beams. 
 

5. MULTIPLE OUTPUTS 
Each head comes with both a DB-15 connector (for use 
with a Gentec-EO display) and a USB2.0 output for 
direct connection to a PC. For wireless communication, 
ask for the BLU option! 
 

 
HP series product page: 

 https://www.gentec-eo.com/laser-power-meter/detectors/water-calorimeter 
  

https://www.gentec-eo.com/laser-power-meter/detectors/water-calorimeter?utm_source=pr


 

 

Easy to Choose & Order 
With the new & improved PRODUCT FINDER on the gentec-eo.com website, you only have to 
answer 3 questions and the smart algorithm will suggest our 3 best detectors for your 
application. From there, simply select the desired output option and you have found your all-
in-one laser power meter!  
 

These products will be shown at LASER World of Photonics Munich 2019 (booth B3.303). 

 

About Gentec Electro-Optics 
Located in Quebec City, Canada, Gentec Electro-Optics is a leader in the laser measurement 
field with 45 years of experience. In 2000, Gentec Electro-Optics, Inc. was formed from Gentec, 
Inc. so that the focus was entirely on laser measurement. The company now manufactures a 
complete range of laser power and energy meters, high speed joulemeters, THz sensors, beam 
diagnostics and diffractive optics. Gentec Electro-Optics is also known as the first worldwide 
supplier of large aperture calorimeters to measure the highest pulse energies. Their products 
are sold around the world, with distributors and representatives in over 35 countries and 
offices in Canada, USA and Japan. 
 
PR contact: 
Gabrielle Thériault 
Marketing Director 
Gentec Electro-Optics, Inc. 
T: 418.651.8003 #330 
F: 418.651.1174 
@: gtheriault@gentec-eo.com 
www: gentec-eo.com 

http://www.gentec-eo.com/?utm_source=pr
mailto:gtheriault@gentec-eo.com
http://www.gentec-eo.com/?utm_source=pr

